The implementations of high-throughput genetic technologies, such as oligonucleotide microarrays, generate myriad points of data. The identified potential candidate genes need to be further characterized and selected using a large number of well-characterized tumors and stringent criteria. Tissue microarrays allow for such high-throughput expression profiling of tumor samples, providing, in addition, information at the microanatomical level. Different techniques could be applied for identification of specific phenotypic (immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization) or genotypic (fluorescence in situ hybridization) alterations, holding strong potential for translational research. Tissue microarrays consisting of 0.6-mm biopsies of paraffin-embedded tissues are well validated and have been used for various clinicopathological studies. This review discusses the technical considerations for construction of such arrays from paraffin-embedded tissues and cell lines and outlines their potential for clinical research applications. The use of paraffin-embedded tissues has some limitations with regard to analysis of RNA or certain proteins. To overcome such limitations, we have developed a cryoarray strategy allowing for the processing of multiple frozen tissue specimens and/or cell lines on a single tissue block. These approaches offer the opportunity to conduct pilot and validation studies of potential targets using clinical samples linked to clinicopathological databases. (Lab Invest 2001, 
R ecent advances in genetics and biotechnology have brought up new classification schemes based on biological markers rather than anatomical definition regarding the clinical extent of the disease and morphological evaluation. Novel targets identified by analyses using the newly released human genome information (Lander et al, 2001; Venter et al, 2001) , together with the development of microarray techniques that allow rapid large-scale screening (Kononen et al, 1998; Lockhart et al, 1996) and progress in bioinformatics with regard to processing and evaluation of complex data sets (Akutsu et al, 2000; Kruglyak and Lander, 1998; Lander et al, 1987) , will still need to be further investigated. These studies will center in further defining their biological activities and clinicopathological relevance. Translational research will particularly benefit from these developments.
Tissue banks linked to comprehensive clinical databases, procured through patient consent and protected by stringent ethical criteria, will be one of the most crucial resources for discovery and validation studies. Molecular profiling of cancer using cDNA microarrays (Lockhart et al, 1996; Schena et al, 1995) further dissected by tissue microarraybased studies (Hoos et al, 2001b; Kononen et al, 1998) are expected to yield information of clinical significance. This may include the definition of new phenotypic profiles ascribed to certain disease entities, genes involved in critical cellular programs altered in particular tumors, and molecular targets of predictive or therapeutic value. For example, DNA microarrays can be used for the identification of subsets of expressed genes that would confirm or redefine a clinical entity, a pathological lesion, or a given disease stage (Emmert-Buck et al, 2000) . These genes can subsequently be investigated for their expression in a large number of tumor and normal tissues using tissue microarrays linked to databases for rapid and reliable clinicopathological correlations .
Technical considerations and the potential of DNA microarrays have been thoroughly discussed in various publications within the last few years (Lipshutz et al, 1999; Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000) . Tissue microarrays are now becoming a relevant tool for further characterizing information from DNA microarray studies (Mucci et al, 2000; Richter et al, 2000) (A Hoos, A Stojadinovic, R Ghossein, ME Dudas, D Kuo, DHY Leung, AR Shaha, MF Brennan, C Cordon-Cardo, and B Singh, unpublished data). This review summarizes our current experience with this field, discusses technical issues for tissue mi-croarray construction, and indicates opportunities and limitations for their application.
Microarrays Using Paraffin-Embedded Tissues
Conventional techniques for analysis of cancer specimens on the molecular level are labor intensive and time consuming. In the long run, they will not allow us to keep up with the rate at which new targets for tissue investigation are identified by DNA microarray analysis. The recently developed tissue microarray technology allows for high-throughput molecular profiling of tumor specimens by several techniques, including immunohistochemistry, fluorescence in situ hybridization and RNA in situ hybridization (Kononen et al, 1998) . To construct a tissue microarray, small core biopsies are taken from viable, morphologically representative areas of paraffin-embedded tumor tissues and assembled on a recipient paraffin block. This is done with a precision instrument (Beecher Instruments, Silver Spring, Maryland) that uses two separate core needles for punching the donor and recipient blocks and a micrometer-precise coordinate system for tissue assembly on a multi-tissue block. During the recent evolution of the technique, initial large-core biopsies of over 3 mm in diameter were minimized to 0.6 mm in diameter. This size is sufficient for assessing morphological features of the analyzed tissues and allows the combination of up to 1000 cores on a single paraffin block. Microtome sections taken from such tissue microarray and placed on glass slides can be used for rapid and efficient molecular analyses. Besides tumor tissues, microarrays can contain corresponding normal tissues and internal controls, which can be analyzed in one experiment.
Validation Strategies
The main concern regarding the tissue microarray technique is that 0.6-mm biopsies of tumor specimens on an array may not be representative of the whole tumor specimen because of tissue heterogeneity. In addition, if there were discrepancies between arrayderived and full-section-derived data, this may also lead to different results for clinicopathological correlations based on that data. Therefore, recent studies have determined the significance of molecular expression data derived from tissue microarrays relative to standard full-section analyses.
Two reports describe the validation of the tissue microarray technology with regard to the representative value of arrayed biopsies, the number of cores required per specimen, the complexity of immunophenotypes that can be reliably analyzed on tissue microarrays, and the use of data derived from tissue array for clinicopathological studies. One of these two studies centered on the investigation of 38 cases of breast carcinoma and their phenotypic profiles regarding estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, and Her2/neu expression by immunohistochemistry, comparing 1 to 10 cores per specimen with full tissue sections (Camp et al, 2000) . The results show that 2-fold redundancy can lead to greater than 95% concordance between the two methods and that the addition of more cores increases concordance to 99.5% with 5 cores per specimen.
Some immuno-phenotypes can be very complex, and often clinicopathological studies require the application of cut-off values as used for full-section analysis of many markers (Drobnjak et al, 1994; Hoos et al, 2001a) . Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the number of cores required in conjunction with phenotype complexity. In a second study, 59 fibroblastic tumors were analyzed for their expression patterns of p53 , and the protein encoded by the retinoblastoma (RB) gene, or pRB (Hoos et al, 2001b) . Cut-off values for considering a case positive or negative were 20% for Ki-67 and 10% for p53. The more complex phenotype of pRB included negative cases representing lack of protein expression because of genetic deletion or mutation, moderately positive cases representing wild-type pRB expression, and strongly positive cases representing the expression of hyperphosphorylated, nonfunctional protein (Cote et al, 1998) . The results indicate that tumor heterogeneity can lead to lower concordance rates if more complex phenotypes are analyzed and that some cases may need to be excluded from the analysis if two cores with contradictory readings provide inconclusive data. The addition of a third core can improve concordance rates and prevent the exclusion of such cases because it allows a majority decision (2 Ͼ 1). Overall, three cores per specimen resulted in concordance rates between 96% and 98% for readings distinguishing between two phenotypes, and 91% for the more complex three-category phenotype of pRB. Based on this data, it was concluded that binary phenotypes can be reliably investigated on tissue microarrays, whereas more complex phenotypes should still be analyzed on full-tissue sections. Because the use of different cut-off values in this study did not have a negative impact on the binary readings of p53 and Ki-67, it can be assumed that full-section cut-off values can be used for tissue microarray-based analyses.
Because immunohistochemistry data are commonly used for identification of molecular markers that predict patient survival (Cordon-Cardo, 1997; Hoos et al, 2001a) , the impact of data discrepancies between array and full-section with regard to patient outcome was also evaluated. As expected from the above results, this comparison did not show any significant change in clinicopathological correlations between the two methods, indicating that tissue microarrays may be reliable tools for high-throughput clinicopathological analyses of cancer specimens (Hoos et al, 2001b) .
Preparation of Microarrays Using Tissue Samples and Cell Lines
Some technical aspects should be considered before the assembly of tissue and cell line arrays. If tissue arrays are constructed from tumor tissues, the targeting of a specific area representative for the specimen is crucial for the quality of the array. Hematoxylin/ Hoos and Cordon-Cardo eosin-stained full sections from the donor blocks must be obtained to assess morphology and to identify an area that represents the specimen. This can vary greatly among tissue types. For example, in colorectal cancer it is important that the target areas are small and well defined because stromal areas between the glandular structures of the tumor can be large and a core biopsy can easily miss the tumor-cell-rich regions (Fig. 1) . In other malignancies like thyroid carcinoma, tumors can consist of relatively large nodules of densely packed cancer cells that can barely be missed by precise biopsies. In tissues with great intratumoral heterogeneity like soft tissue sarcomas, which often consist of alternating areas of high and low histologic grade, the targeting of high-grade regions appears important if immuno-phenotypes in these tissues are used for clinicopathological correlations including patient outcome. Figure 1 gives examples for tissue cores taken from such different cancer tissues with emphasis on their different morphological features. In cases where stroma-rich tumors with low numbers of cancer cells are arrayed, it may be necessary to use more than three cores per specimen to obtain meaningful results. For example, prostatic carcinoma preoperatively treated with radiation may consist only of a small number of remaining tumor cells scattered throughout the specimen.
We have recently shown that tissue arrays can also be constructed with paraffin-embedded cancer cell lines (A Hoos, H Petrowsky, A Culliford, CJ Di Como, ME Dudas, D Kuo, PB Paty, C Cordon-Cardo, and Y Fong, unpublished data). To obtain sufficiently dense and long cores of cells that can be transferred on a microarray, a few easy steps are recommended. Cells should be grown subconfluently in 500-cm 2 culture flasks, fixed in 10% formalin, subsequently incubated in 80% ethyl alcohol, and centrifuged in 0.6-ml Eppendorf tubes at 16,000 ϫg. The resulting cylindrical pellets can be stably incubated in 80% ethyl alcohol overnight and embedded in the center of a paraffin block in a vertical position. Hematoxylin/eosin stains allow the assessment of cell pellet quality. The diameter of these cylindrical paraffin-embedded cell pellets allows at least three 0.6-mm cores to be punched. Given the homogeneous character of these pellets, one core per cell line would probably be enough for immuno-phenotyping on a tissue array. Because the loss of cores during the cutting and staining process of these cell line arrays is similar to that observed in tissues (see next paragraph), we recommend that cell lines be arrayed in duplicate to avoid the loss of the specimen.
Technical Considerations for Array Construction
Some technical steps are crucial for the construction of a tissue microarray carrying paraffin-embedded tissues so that it can be a source for multiple highquality sections representing as many arrayed specimens as possible. Tissue loss during sectioning and staining is a common problem of the tissue array technique (Mucci et al, 2000; Richter et al, 2000; Schraml et al, 1999) . In addition, staining artifacts at the tissue borders are a well-known phenomenon in immunohistochemistry. Both occur most frequently in the periphery of the tissue microarray. To minimize the effect they may have on immunohistochemical results, we prefer to frame arrayed cancer specimens with one row of normal tissues. This technique has the advantages that the tumor tissues are centered on the array and protected by normal tissues and that peripheral staining artifacts involve normal tissues, not cancer specimens.
The orientation of the specimens on the array is crucial because confusion about their localization can threaten the evaluation of the experiment. For keeping the orientation of rows simple, we use different normal tissues to allow the identification of every row based on morphology. We use normal tissues with distinct morphology such as liver, kidney, thyroid, skeletal muscle, or colon mucosa (eg, Row 2 starts with thyroid and ends with liver, Row 3 starts with kidney and ends with skeletal muscle, etc.). In addition to this, we place two orientation cores in specific positions outside the geometric margins of the usually square or rectangular arrays to orient the entire microarray section after it has been cut ( Fig. 2A) .
The loss rate of assessable cases, resulting from tissue loss during cutting and transfer of array sections and vigorous staining procedures or because of inconclusive data, can be a significant factor of arraybased analysis. Previously reported rates of tissue damage range from 10% to more than 30% Hoos et al, 2001b; Mucci et al, 2000; Richter et al, 2000; Schraml et al, 1999) . In our most recent analysis of Hürthle cell tumors of the thyroid gland, the rates of lost cases ranged from 3% to 18% for the different markers analyzed (A Hoos, A Stojadinovic, R Ghossein, ME Dudas, D Kuo, DHY Leung, AR Shaha, MF Brennan, C Cordon-Cardo, and B Singh, unpublished data). Loss of arrayed cases can be minimized without compromising the efficiency of the array technology by using three cores per tumor specimen, as indicated above. In addition, we use 0.6-mm core diameters and 0.2-to 0.3-mm spacing between the cores. In our experience, sectioning of the multi-tissue blocks has the lowest degree of tissue damage if performed without adhesive transfer tape. Another relevant factor that influences tissue loss rates is the quality of the tissue. If donor blocks were fixed for too long and tissues are dry, they are at higher risk of breaking into fragments than tissue that is in good condition. This factor cannot be reliably controlled because arrayed tissues can be decades old and tissue processing criteria can vary between specimens.
To get as many high-quality sections from one multi-tissue block as possible, it is advisable to array uniformly long tissue cores for each specimen. Unfortunately, this is not always possible because some donor tissues are thin and, therefore, do not allow the punching of long cores. To overcome this problem, more than one thin core from the same tumor area can be punched and one of them can be placed on top of Representative photomicrographs of hematoxylin/eosin-stained tissue cores assembled on tissue microarrays (ϫ100). Morphology of the arrayed tissues is crucial for the quality of the tissue microarray. A, Rectal cancer with glandular tumor architecture in the center of the core. B, A core taken from a rectal cancer specimen that was missing the glandular tumor structures. C, High-grade area of a soft tissue sarcoma potentially representative for the biological behavior of this lesion. D and E, Tissue cores taken from tumor nodules of an oncocytic carcinoma of the thyroid (Hürthle cell carcinoma) (D) and a parathyroid tumor (E), both consisting of densely packed tumor cells. F, Core of a colorectal cancer cell line arrayed on a tissue microarray.
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the other in the same location on the tissue array. Here, it is important to avoid the punching of tissue underlying paraffin, which can result in tissue-paraffin-tissue layers associated with higher loss rates. To avoid problems with micro-movement of cores in the punched holes of the multi-tissue block, cores should be inserted all the way to the bottom of the holes and completed tissue array blocks should be heated at 37°C for 30 minutes to make tissue cores and surrounding paraffin stick together tightly. Figure 2B depicts these varying possibilities for placing cores on the array.
Tissue Microarrays Using Frozen Tissues (Cryoarrays)
Paraffin-embedded tissues have distinct limitations for investigative molecular science attributable to fixatives and chemical reagents used in the paraffin process. This potentially impacts on the integrity of RNA, as well as on that of lipids and some proteins. Therefore, the previously described tissue microarray technology using paraffin-embedded tissues can reach its limits for the detection of RNA targets or certain proteins.
To overcome this limitation and to provide a tissue array system that allows DNA array and tissue arraybased analysis from the same specimens for direct comparison of the resulting data, we developed a cryoarray consisting of frozen tissues embedded in optimal cutting temperature compound (O.C.T.) (Sakura Finetek, Torrance, California). In our system, 48 biopsies taken from O.C.T.-embedded frozen tissues can be arrayed on one recipient block. This recipient block consists of a frame of O.C.T. containing 48 preformed holes with a diameter of 3.0 mm and is created as follows. A standard plastic mold for frozen tissue (Simport, Montreal, Canada; 37 ϫ 24 mm) is filled with liquid O.C.T. compound and a specifically designed cryoapparatus carrying 48 pins of 3-mm diameter is placed in the cryomold (Fig. 3A) . These pins replace the O.C.T. compound and create a grid of holes framed by O.C.T. The mold is placed at Ϫ80°C until the compound has solidified. At this point the cryoapparatus can be removed from the created recipient block by lowering an ejector plate over the pins of the cryoapparatus, thus releasing the O.C.T. block. Now, a specifically designed core biopsy needle of 3-mm diameter (Fig. 3B ) is used to punch specimens from identified areas of the donor frozen tissue blocks and transfer them to the recipient block in a manner similar to that for paraffin-embedded tissues (Kononen et al, 1998) . The further processing of such a tissue array follows the general guidelines for O.C.T.-embedded frozen tissue samples.
Figure 2.
A, General organization of our tissue microarrays. Cancer specimens are framed by one row of normal tissues with distinct morphology (eg, colon mucosa, liver, kidney, skeletal muscle). These normal tissues protect cancer specimens and allow identification of rows containing specific cancer cores. Two orientation cores are placed at specific points outside of the array to orient the whole specimen after sections are taken. B, Relevance of core length for tissue microarray integrity. Cores that are inserted too deeply into the recipient paraffin block will not be available on the first series of sections taken from the array (left). Cores not inserted to the bottom of the block could move inside the hole and could be missed by the microtome (second from left). Cores that are too short at the end will run out earlier than most full-length cores and are lost for the last series of sections from the array (center). Only full-length tissue cores can be reliably present on all sections (second from right). If tissues on the donor block are thin, a few thin cores from the same tumor area can be placed on top of each other to increase core length (right). This technology has the potential to overcome the problems of tissue microarrays with paraffin-embedded tissues. Even if the number of specimens that can be analyzed per array is lower than that with paraffin tissue arrays, the cryoarray system provides a significant advantage over standard frozen section analysis. Because of the core diameter of 3 mm in cryoarrays, it may not be necessary to array more than one or two biopsies per specimen, thus increasing the efficiency in comparison with paraffin tissue arrays (Fig. 4) . Because of the novel character of this technology, we are currently in the process of evaluating the criteria for its use and seeking to optimize tissue handling for best possible array quality.
Perspective
Tissue microarrays carrying three cores of paraffinembedded tumors per specimen deliver accurate results and allow economic high-throughput processing of cancer specimens and other tissues. This technology has the potential to accelerate translational research and to efficiently analyze tissue expression of genes identified by DNA microarray studies. In addition, multi-cell-line arrays are useful for rapid characterization of the expression profiles of multiple cell lines relevant for cancer research. Both tissue and cell line arrays are powerful tools for the screening of new reagents like hybridization probes and antibodies. The standardization of staining procedures and reduction of intra-assay variability can also be significantly improved with this technique. Tissue microarrays are useful for establishing large disease-specific tissue collections for future analysis of new targets in a particular tumor entity and can be helpful for collaborations between major institutions.
The limitations of tissue microarrays using paraffin-embedded tissues can be overcome with cryoarrays containing frozen tissue biopsies. Cryoarrays could prove relevant for high-throughput analysis of frozen tissues for expression profiling of mRNA and certain proteins. They can also be used A, Cryoapparatus carrying 48 pins of 3 mm diameter and an ejector plate that can be lowered over the pins to release an optimal cutting temperature (O.C.T.) block with 48 preformed holes. In these preformed holes, 48 biopsies taken from O.C.T.-embedded frozen tissues can be placed and thus arrayed on one O.C.T. block. The cryoapparatus is shown from below in a position where the ejector plate is lowered halfway over the pins. B, Biopsy needle of 3 mm diameter for the punching of O.C.T.-embedded specimens. The strong core needle (top) is used to punch a hole in the identified area of the donor block, and the piston (bottom) is inserted into the core needle and is used to release the punched core into one of the preformed holes of the 48-core cryoarray.
Figure 4.
Photomicrograph of two hematoxylin/eosin-stained 3-mm frozen tissue cores. The left core shows normal prostate and the right core a desmoid tumor.
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for the investigation of tissues from which RNA was extracted for cDNA array analysis, thus allowing a direct comparison of expression profiles obtained from both techniques. The limitations of this new technique need to be further evaluated.
The new tissue microarray techniques can be used for various different array designs, for example, progression arrays containing precursor lesions of cancer and cancer specimens of lesions with increasing aggressiveness, tissue-type comparative arrays containing normal, benign, and malignant specimens from the same tissue type, or cancer arrays containing different subtypes or stages of the same tumor entity. An example of a tissue array of different variants of breast cancer was recently described (Hedenfalk et al, 2001) . In this study, 113 cases of breast cancer were placed on a tissue microarray and analyzed for protein expression levels of two molecules that were identified to be differentially expressed between BRCA-1 and BRCA-2 mutation-positive tumors by cDNA microarray analysis. The results confirmed the expression patterns in these two tumor groups to be the same on the protein level as on the RNA level. This study can serve as a good example for the combined use of cDNA and tissue microarrays. Taken together, tissue microarrays are powerful tools for future endeavors in translational cancer research and could prove useful for other applications we have not even considered.
